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Abstract The rRNA cistron (18S–ITS1–5.8S–ITS2–28S)

is used widely for phylogenetic analyses. Recent studies

show that compensatory base changes (CBC) in the sec-

ondary structure of ITS2 correlate with genetic incompat-

ibility between organisms. Rhizoctonia solani consists of

genetically incompatible strain groups (anastomosis

groups, AG) distinguished by lack of anastomosis between

hyphae of strains. Phylogenetic analysis of internal tran-

scribed spacer (ITS) sequences shows a strong correlation

with AG determination. In this study, ITS sequences were

reannotated according to the flanking 5.8S and 28S regions

which interact during ribogenesis. One or two CBCs were

detected between the ITS2 secondary structure of AG-3

potato strains as compared to AG-3 tobacco strains, and

between these two strains and all other AGs. When a

binucleate Rhizoctonia species related to Ceratobasidia-

ceae was compared to the AGs of R. solani, which were

multinucleate (3–21 nuclei per cell), 1–3 CBCs were

detected. The CBCs in potato strains of AG-3 distinguish

them from AG-3 tobacco strains and other AGs yielding

further evidence that the potato strains of AG-3 originally

described as R. solani are a species distinct from other

AGs. The ITS1–5.8S–ITS2 sequences were analyzed by

direct sequencing of PCR products from 497 strains of AG-

3 isolated from potato. The same 10 and 4 positions in

ITS1 and ITS2, respectively, contained variability in 425

strains (86%). Nine different unambiguous ITS sequences

(haplotypes) could be detected in a single strain by

sequencing cloned PCR products indicating that concerted

evolution had not homogenized the rRNA cistrons in many

AG-3 strains. Importantly, the sequence variability did not

affect the secondary structure of ITS2 and CBCs in AG-3.
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Introduction

Comparison of DNA sequences encoding the internal tran-

scribed spacers (ITS) of ribosomal RNA (rRNA) genes in the

rRNA cistron (18S–ITS1–5.8S–ITS2–28S) is commonly

used to study phylogenetic relationships at the species and

genus levels (Buckler et al. 1997). Secondary structure

predictions may be used to improve the alignment of primary

sequences for comparison. With ITS sequences, there are

also additional reasons because structural features of ITS1

and ITS2 may be important for positioning the transcript-

processing machinery on the pre-rRNA, the precursor of the

18S, 5.8S and 28S rRNAs (Côté and Peculis 2001; Abey-

rathne and Nazar 2005). Hence, the secondary structures of

ITS RNA sequences provide additional evolutionary infor-

mation (Coleman 2000; 2003; Coleman and Vacquier 2002;

Wolf et al. 2005a) and a rather simple molecular marker,

which may be particularly useful when studying closely

related species (Müller et al. 2007; Selig et al. 2008).
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Compensatory base changes (CBC) occur in the paired

regions of a primary RNA transcript when both nucleotides

of a paired site mutate while the pairing itself is maintained

(e.g., G–C mutates to A–U) (Gutell et al. 1994). When over

1,300 organisms classified as different species of the same

genus were analyzed, CBCs were detected between 93% of

the species (Müller et al. 2007). These results indicate that

a CBC in an ITS2 sequence–structure alignment provides

strong evidence for distinguishing species.

Rhizoctonia solani (Kühn 1858) is an asexually growing

fungal species that includes many related but genetically

isolated subspecific groups. The hyphae of the closely

related strains can fuse (anastomose) and, hence, form an

‘anastomosis group’ (AG), whereas the distantly related

strains are unable to anastomose (Matsumoto et al. 1932;

Parmeter et al. 1969; Kuninaga et al. 1978; Carling et al.

2002a; 2002b). The known strains of R. solani can be placed

to at least 13 AGs, but classification based on anastomosis is

not always unambiguous because some ‘bridging strains’

are able to anastomose with strains of at least two AGs

(Parmeter et al. 1969; Kuninaga et al. 1978; Carling et al.

2002a; Sharon et al. 2008). Strains belonging to the AG-1,

AG-2, AG-3, AG-4 and AG-8 are particularly important

pathogens that cause devastating diseases such as stem

canker, foliage lesions or damping off in many crops (Sneh

et al. 1996; Schillinger and Paulitz 2006). On the other

hand, some strains of R. solani exist merely as saprotrophs

in soil (Ogoshi 1996) and AG-12 displays mycorrhizal

interactions with orchids (Bernard 1909; Carling et al.

1999). The sexual (teleomorphic) stage of R. solani [Tha-

natephorus cucumeris (Frank) Donk; Basidiomycota, fam-

ily Ceratobasidiaceae] has little significance as a plant

pathogen (Sneh et al. 1996).

Rhizoctonia solani was first described as the hyphae and

sclerotia (black scurf) observed on potato tubers by Kühn

(1858) and later shown to cause stem canker on potato

(Edson and Shapovalov 1918). The currently known anas-

tomosis group AG-3 is specialized on potato, forms scle-

rotia abundantly on tubers and is likely to be the fungus

originally described as R. solani. Other, less host-specific

AGs may also infect potato but they show usually rather

poor or no formation of sclerotia on tubers (Sneh et al. 1996;

our unpublished data). Phylogenetic analysis of primary

ITS sequences can be used to determine the AGs with a

reasonable accuracy (Kuninaga and Yokosawa 1985; Boy-

sen et al. 1996; Mazzola et al. 1996; Kuninaga et al. 1997;

Carling et al. 2002a; Sharon et al. 2008). Also, subgroups

within AG-2 have been detected (Salazar et al. 1999; 2000;

Carling et al. 2002b) and the evolution of AG-1 IA analyzed

using ITS sequences (Ciampi et al. 2005). The feasibility of

this approach is increasing with the number of sequences

determined from R. solani and other Rhizoctonia spp.

However, the primary ITS sequences have not been

sufficient to resolve the species complex of R. solani, e.g.,

the by now classical debate about the AGs and their possible

establishment as species (Menzies 1970; Ogoshi 1996;

González et al. 2006). The debate remains vivid because R.

solani is recalcitrant to genetic studies using conventional

methods (Sneh et al. 1996; Cubeta and Vilgalys 1997;

Rosewich et al. 1999).

The aim of this study was to compare the secondary

structures of ITS2 RNA between strains of different AGs of

R. solani using the recently introduced novel method

(Müller et al. 2007) and address the question about AGs

and their possible establishment as species using a novel

approach. There may be hundreds of tandem copies of the

rRNA cistron in a eukaryotic genome and it is commonly

considered that concerted evolution homogenizes them

(Hillis et al. 1991) and allows ITS regions to be treated as a

single gene (Coleman 2003). However, this issue has

received little attention in R. solani AG-3. The molecular

variability of ITS sequences was assessed using the largest

number of AG-3 strains characterized so far to observe

whether such variability if any would affect the CBC

predictions.

Materials and Methods

Phylogenetic and Secondary Structure Analyses

of Sequences

Internal transcribed spacer sequences of R. solani were

obtained from Genbank and NCBI databases or determined

in this study (Supplementary Table 1). Consensus sequen-

ces were obtained using the Gap-4 program (Staden Pack-

age; MRC Laboratory of Molecular Biology, Cambridge,

UK). The ITS1-5.8S-ITS2 sequences used for analysis were

of identical length in AG-3, but lengths slightly differed

between the AGs. They were aligned with ClustalW because

structural information was available for the ITS2 region

only (see below). Phylogenetic analyses and building of

phylogenetic trees were done using the Phylip program with

default settings of the Mega 3.1 program package (Kumar

et al. 2004). Bootstrap support was estimated based on 100

or 500 pseudoreplicates. Phylogenetic analyses were carried

out using the neighbour-joining (Saitou and Nei 1987) and

maximum parsimony (Felsenstein 1978) methods. Trees

were rooted by user-specified outgroups and displayed using

the TreeView program included in Mega 3.1.

ITS2 sequence–structure analysis was carried out as

described (Schultz and Wolf 2009). Annotation of ITS2

sequences was according to the 5.8S–28S rDNA interac-

tion during ribogenesis (Côté and Peculis 2001; Keller

et al. 2009). Optimal and suboptimal secondary structures

for AG-3 potato strain sequences (AG-3 PT) were obtained
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by RNAstructure (Mathews et al. 2004). One of the sub-

optimal structures followed the common core of eukaryotic

ITS2 secondary structures (Schultz et al. 2005) and was

used as a template for homology modelling. Homology

modelling (Wolf et al. 2005b) of all secondary structures

from sequences of AG strains used in further analyses was

done using the ITS2 PAM 50 matrix with the custom

modelling option (Selig et al. 2008) available at the ITS2

Database (Schultz et al. 2005; 2006; Wolf et al. 2005a;

Selig et al. 2008). Secondary structures were displayed

with 4SALE (Seibel et al. 2008). Using 4SALE (Seibel

et al. 2006; 2008) with its ITS2 specific scoring matrix,

sequences were automatically aligned with their secondary

structures simultaneously. Subsequently, CBCs were

counted using the CBCAnalyzer (Wolf et al. 2005a). The

sequence–structure alignment is available as supplemen-

tary material (Supplementary Fig. 1).

Determination of ITS Sequences from Finnish AG-3

Strains

Strains of R. solani were collected from 281 potato fields in

53 communes distributed throughout Finland (latitude 60�–

65� N) in 2002–2004 (Lehtonen et al. 2008). The numbers

of strains collected from different regions were propor-

tional to the acreage of potato production from the total

potato production area in Finland. Isolation was made from

canker lesions on stems, stolons and roots, from teleo-

morph or mycelium at the basal part of the stem, or scle-

rotia on tubers to 1.2% (w/v) water agar supplemented with

streptomycin (50 ppm). Pure cultures of strains were

obtained by excising single hyphal tips from the edge of

actively growing mycelia and transferring and growing

them on potato dextrose agar (PDA) (Biokar).

Of the 503 strains isolated, the ITS sequences of 106

strains and also the virulence, fungicide tolerance and

growth rate of 98 strains have been reported (Lehtonen

et al. 2008). The remaining strains were characterized for

ITS sequences in this study. For DNA isolation, strains

were grown on cellophane discs on PDA. Hyphae were

homogenized with the FastPrep equipment (FP120-230;

Qbiogene/BIO101 System Matrix, Thermo Savant) and

DNA was isolated as described (Edwards et al. 1991). ITS1

and ITS2 regions, including the 5.8S rRNA gene, were

amplified by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) using

the universal ITS-1 and ITS-4 primers that anneal to the

flanking 18S and 28S rRNA genes (White et al. 1990). The

PCR conditions were those described by Lehtonen et al.

(2008). The size and quality of PCR products were checked

by electrophoresis of an aliquot (5 ll) of the reaction on a

1% agarose gel (w/v TAE electrophoresis buffer; ethidium

bromide 0.1 lg/ml) and viewing the bands under UV-light.

Direct sequencing of the amplification products was carried

out in both directions using the ITS-1 and ITS-4 primers at

the Haartman Institute and the DNA Sequencing Labora-

tory of the Institute of Biotechnology, University of Hel-

sinki. Sequences were deposited to the NCBI sequence

database (Supplementary Table 1).

The amplicons from three AG-3 strains differing in the

number of polymorphic ITS positions (double-peaks

revealed in the electropherogram generated as an output of

direct sequencing) were inserted in the pGEM-T vector

(Promega Corporation) according to the manufacturer’s

instructions and cloned in Escherichia coli (DH5a) cells.

Plasmids were purified with the QIAprep Miniprep kit

(QIAGEN). The inserts were sequenced using the universal

primers M13-F and M13-R with annealing sites flanking the

insert in pGEM-T.

Anastomosis Tests

Anastomosis was tested with 12 strains to confirm the

results from phylogenetic analysis. The method of Par-

meter et al. (1969) was used with modifications introduced

by Kronland and Stanghellini (1988). Reference strains of

R. solani representing the anastomosis groups AG-2-1

(strain PS-4), AG-3 (strain ST 11-6), AG-4 (strain HG-II

Rh 184) and AG-5 (Rh 184) were included for comparison

with the strains isolated in this study. The references strains

were obtained from the collection of A. Ogoshi (kindly

provided by S. Naito, Graduate School of Agriculture,

Hokkaido University, Sapporo, Japan). Surface-sterilized

microscope slides were coated with 2% (w/v) water agar. A

plug (diameter 5 mm) from the culture of the test strain and

reference strain were placed on the slide 10 mm apart and

incubated in a moist chamber at 25�C in the dark. Contacts

of hyphae were monitored under a microscope (Laborlux

S; Leitz) at 9100 and 9400 magnifications at 24-h inter-

vals. The anastomosing hyphae were carefully traced back

to their source plug in order to exclude false positives (self-

anastomosis). At least nine hyphal contacts between a pair

of strains were analyzed. All pairings were repeated thrice.

Anastomosis reactions were classified according to Carling

(1996) as C0, no interaction (not related); C2, wall contact

and death of anastomosing and adjacent cells (related); and

C3, fusion of cell walls and membranes (closely related).

Determination of the Number of Nuclei

Nuclei were counted as described (Martin 1987) in the cells

of hyphae of the strains included in the anastomosis tests.

The strains were grown on microscope slides at 20�C in the

dark for 24–72 h as above, but without growth medium on

the slide. Hyphae were fixed in 3% formaldehyde for 2 min

and rinsed with distilled water for 1 min. Nuclei were
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stained with 40-6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI; D9542,

Sigma) at 1 ppm concentration in distilled water for 5 min

in the dark and the slides subsequently rinsed in distilled

water. Specimens were studied under a fluorescence

microscope (Laborlux S; Leitz) using a DAPI filter. Nuclei

were counted in the five cells closest to the hyphal tip in 10

hyphae of three colonies (150 cells in total) of each strain.

Data were subjected to the Kruskal–Wallis analysis of

variance by ranks, and ranks were separated with Tukey’s

multiple range test (Zar 1996).

Results

Compensatory Base Changes in Secondary Structures

of ITS2

The structural predictions are sensitive to possible errors in

sequence annotation, e.g. possible inclusion of nucleotides

from the rRNA genes in the ITS sequences analyzed.

Preliminary prediction of the secondary structure for ITS2

RNA using a recently developed homology-based algo-

rithm, as implemented in the web server of the ITS2

database (Wolf et al. 2005a; Selig et al. 2008; http://its2.bio

apps.biozentrum.uni-wuerzburg.de), suggested that, indeed,

the ITS2 sequences of AG-3 deposited to databases might

contain bases of the 28S rRNA gene. The ITS1, 5.8S rRNA

and ITS2 sequences for AG-3 were reported to contain 218,

155 and 270 bases, respectively, but the original informa-

tion used to annotate was difficult to trace. Annotation of

ITS2 sequences was done according to the 5.8S–28S rDNA

interaction (Côté and Peculis 2001; Keller et al. 2009). The

predicted secondary structure was used as criteria to refine

the ITS2/28S junction in R. solani AG-3, as shown in

Fig. 1. Consequently, the ITS2 sequences of AG-3 strains

determined in this study contained 235 bases. Also the

previously determined sequences of R. solani in databases

should be refined as indicated in Fig. 1.

The ITS2 secondary structures as predicted in Rhizoc-

tonia in this study are in accordance with the familiar four-

helix domain (Fig. 2) found in a wide range of organisms

(Schultz et al. 2005). However, helix III sometimes forms a

small sidearm (Fig. 2). The known ITS2 motifs like the U–

U mismatch in helix II and the UGGU motif 50 to the apex

of helix III were present (Figs. 2, 3). The structures were

compared among the well-characterized anastomosis tester

strains representing 12 AGs and their subsets (Table 1).

The ITS2 of AG-3 contained one or two CBCs in the

sequence–structure alignment as compared with the ITS2

of all other AGs (Table 1). The CBCs are shown in a

sequence comparison in Figs. 3 and 4. Results showed that

the different subsets of AGs differed in the number of

CBCs when compared to AG-3. For example, subsets

AG-1-IA and AG-1-IB had two CBCs, whereas AG-1-IC

had only one CBC, and subset AG-2-3 had one CBC,

whereas the five other subsets of AG-2 had two CBCs

(Table 2). An interesting difference between subsets was

the existence of two CBCs between the potato and the

tobacco strains of AG-3, as illustrated with the anastomosis

tester strains PT and TB, respectively (Fig. 3, Table 1).

The binucleate Rhizoctonia strain R92 of an unknown

species (Lehtonen et al. 2008) had a slightly different motif

(CGGU) 50 to the apex of helix III (Fig. 4). When this

strain was included for comparison, it was found to have

one, two or three CBCs in the sequence–structure align-

ment as compared to the strains representing 12 AGs of

R. solani (Fig. 4).

Phylogenetic Clustering of Rhizoctonia Strains Based

on ITS Sequences

Phylogenetic analysis of ITS sequences with representative

sequences from the different AGs was carried out to compare

the results to those obtained with the CBC analysis. The 80

different ITS sequences available from AG-3 strains in dat-

abases showed little variability, except the difference

between potato and tobacco strains reported previously

(Kuninaga et al. 2000; Ceresini et al. 2002a). It was con-

sidered worthwhile to analyze a larger number of potato

strains to capture variability which might affect CBC pre-

dictions. The sequences of 503 Finnish potato strains of AG-

3 were determined following isolation from canker lesions

on potato stems (245 strains), stolons (7), roots (12), teleo-

morphic stage (17), vegetative mycelium (6) on stem bases,

from sclerotia on tubers (215) or roots (1). Sampling was

done from 31 potato cultivars, with the highest number of

samples obtained from Van Gogh (36%), Nicola (9%),

Fambo (8%), Saturna (6%) and Idole (5%). A total of 499

samples were collected from 268 potato fields in the main-

land and 13 fields from the archipelago of Åland (Ah-

venanmaa) in Finland. In addition, one strain was obtained

from a stem canker lesion of a potato plant grown in Russian

Carelia and three strains were obtained from sclerotia on

seed potato tubers imported from The Netherlands.

Direct sequencing of the ITS1–5.8S–ITS2 region

amplified from the 503 strains by PCR revealed 73 distin-

guishable sequences (Supplementary Table 1), of which 26

were reported in a previous study (Lehtonen et al. 2008).

These predominant haplotype sequences (see below)

revealed by direct sequencing of PCR products were com-

pared with the ITS sequences of 80 strains of AG-3 from

other countries, and the ITS sequences of the AG reference

strains (Supplementary Table 1) by phylogenetic analysis.

The neighbour-joining (Fig. 5) and maximum parsimony

methods provided similar grouping of sequences (data not

shown). Almost all (497 of 503) Finnish strains were
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clustered with the AG-3 tester strain PT ST 11-6 from

potato and the AG-3 potato strains from other countries

(Fig. 5).

The AG-3 strains clustered into two host-specific sub-

groups that contained either the strains from potato or

tobacco, respectively, clearly distinguished from each other

(Fig. 5). The tobacco strains of AG-3 (Kuninaga et al.

2000; Ceresini et al. 2002a) differed from potato strains at

35–40 positions. All new strains described here were

placed in the potato subgroup. The AG-3 cluster did not

have groups of strains based on geographic origin although

strains from all continents were included (Fig. 5).

Only a few Finnish strains were different from AG-3.

Phylogenetic analysis indicated that three strains, R25,

Fig. 1 Annotation of the ITS2

sequences. ITS2 sequences were

annotated according to the

flanking regions (5.8 and 28S

rDNA), which interact during

ribogenesis (shown below)
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131-L7 and 173-4, isolated from a stem canker lesion,

sclerotium and teleomorphic stage on stem, respectively,

were related to the previously characterized strains of AG-

2-1 (Fig. 5). Strains 239-3 and R96 from stem canker

lesions belonged to AG-4 and AG-5, respectively (Fig. 5).

The binucleate, non-pathogenic strain R92 of an unknown

Rhizoctonia species isolated from a potato stem canker

lesion (Lehtonen et al. 2008) was included as an outgroup.

The ITS sequence of strain R92 showed the highest identity

(99%) to an ectomycorrhiza (AY634128; Bidartondo et al.

2004) (data not shown). The grouping based on differences

in the ITS sequences was consistent with the results from

anastomosis tests (Supplementary Table 2).

ITS Consists of Sequence Variants in AG-3 Strains

Rhizoctonia solani is known to have multinucleate hyphae

but there is little data on the exact number of nuclei.

Nuclear counts were carried out on hyphal cells of 11

strains representing the four AGs detected in Finland in this

study. All strains were multinucleate (Fig. 6) and contained

3–21 nuclei per cell. There were significant differences in

the numbers of nuclei between the strains, including the

strains of AG-3 (Kruskal–Wallis test; v2 = 176.249,

df = 10, P \ 0.001) (Supplementary Table 3).

The electropherograms obtained by direct sequencing

revealed heterogeneity observed as overlapping double-

peaks (two different bases) at the same 10 and 4 positions

of the ITS1 and ITS2 sequences, respectively (Table 2).

Identical results were obtained from sequencing both

strands. The manual evaluation of the electropherograms

revealed up to eight unambiguous double-peaks per strain

and resulted in 42 different degenerated sequences (b1–

b42; Table 2) in 425 (86%) of the 497 AG-3 strains stud-

ied. The remaining 72 sequences of the AG-3 strains

showed no heterogeneity and contained only one of the

nine ‘unisequences’ (a1–a9, Table 2) that were considered

as haplotypes of the ITS locus. Of these, 45 sequences were

identical (haplotype a1), and the rest represented eight

additional haplotypes (Table 2). The majority (88.7%) of

Fig. 2 Secondary structure information for ITS2 sequences in

different anastomosis groups (AGs) of Rhizoctonia solani and a

binucleate Rhizoctonia sp. (strain R92). Above: representation of the

complete multiple global sequence–structure alignment including

gaps. The four helixes are indicated I–IV. The conserved parts are

indicated with colours from the most conserved ([51%; green) to the

least conserved (red, not conserved). Nucleotides that are 100%

conserved throughout the alignment are highlighted in yellow. Below:

the complete multiple global sequence–structure alignment without

gap columns. The conserved parts are indicated as above. The

common ITS2 motifs are highlighted in yellow. (Color figure online)

Fig. 3 Two compensatory base changes in helix I of ITS2 between

the AG-3 potato strain (PT) and tobacco strain (TB) derived from the

multiple global sequence–structure alignment (shown without gap

columns). In the uppermost sequence–structure alignment PT and TB

are merged and the four helixes I–IV are indicated. The figures in the

middle and at the bottom are the sequence–structure alignments of PT

and TB, respectively. The compensatory base changes are highlighted

in orange. (Color figure online)
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the heterogeneity observed in the sequence data could be

reconstructed by combining two of the nine haplotypes

(Table 2).

To understand the basis for the observed heterogeneity,

amplification products were cloned for sequencing from

three strains (201-3, 157-2 and 157-1). Strain 201-3 had

one of the most common AG-3 ITS sequence types (b12 in

Table 2; represented by R102 in Supplementary Table 1),

of which the heterogeneity could not be explained by a

combination of any of the nine detected haplotypes. This

strain showed heterogeneity in 8 of the 14 polymorphic

positions. Among the 47 clones sequenced, nine ‘haplo-

types’ (H1–H9) were detected. As before, haplotypes were

defined by the unique combination of bases detected at the

14 polymorphic positions (Table 3). The most abundant

haplotype (H1, 18 clones) (Table 3) was identical to hap-

lotype a4 (Table 2) and was revealed also by direct

sequencing of the PCR products of this strain. In contrast,

the second most abundant haplotype H2 (14 clones;

Table 3) and the remaining seven rare haplotypes were not

detected by direct sequencing of the PCR products. Only

one of them (H4, identical to a2; Tables 2, 3) was detected

in a few other AG-3 strains by direct sequencing. The

second strain analyzed (no. 157-2) contained two poly-

morphic positions as revealed by direct sequencing of the

PCR products (similar to R43 in Supplementary Table 1).

Table 1 The number of compensatory base changes detected in the ITS2 secondary structures among the anastomosis group tester strains of

Rhizoctonia solani and an unknown binucleate Rhizoctonia species

Fig. 4 The compensatory base change detected in helix III of the

ITS2 secondary structure of a binucleate, unknown Rhizoctonia
species (strain R92) as compared to the multinucleate AG-3 potato

strain. Only the structure of Rhizoctonia sp. is shown. The CBC is

highlighted in orange (electronic version online). Gaps as derived

from the global multiple sequence–structure alignment are indicated

by a dash. (Color figure online)
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Table 2 ITS sequence variability within strains of Rhizoctonia solani AG-3 confined to 14 positions, as revealed by direct sequencing of the

PCR productsa

Sequence

no.b
Positions in ITS1 region Positions in ITS2 region Combination of

unisequencesc
Strains

53 114 128 136 140 170 172 181 182 183 15 45 62 128

c/t t/a g/a g/a t/c a/c a/c t/a t/c t/a c/g t/c t/a c/t R %

a1 C T G G T A A T T T C T T C – 45 9.1

a2 C T G A T A A T T T C T T C – 6 1.2

a3 C T G G T A A T C A C T T C – 5 1.0

a4 C T G A T A A T T T C C T C – 5 1.0

a5 C T G G T A A A T T C T T C – 3 0.6

a6 C T G A T A A T T T G T T C – 3 0.6

a7 C T G G T A A T T T C T T T – 2 0.4

a8 T A A G C A C T T T C T T C – 2 0.4

a9 T A A G C A C T T T C T A C – 1 0.2

b01 C T G R T A A T T T C Y T C a1a4 85 17.1

b02 Y W R G Y A M T T T C T W C a1a9 62 12.5

b03 C T G A T A A T T T X Y T C a4a6 30 6.0

b04 Y W R R Y A M T T T X T T C a6a8 20 4.0

b05 C T G R T A A T T T X T T C a1a6 19 3.8

b06 Y W R G Y A M T Y W C T W C a3a9 19 3.8

b07 C T G R T A A T T T C T T C a1a2 18 3.6

b08 C T G R T A A T Y W C Y T C a3a4 15 3.0

b09 C T G G T A A T Y W C T T C a1a3 14 2.8

b10 Y W R G Y M M T T T C T T C – 13 2.6

b11 Y W R R Y A M T T T C Y W C a4a9 11 2.2

b12 Y W R R Y M M T T T C Y T C – 11 2.2

b13 C T G G T A A T T T C T T Y a1a7 10 2.0

b14 C T G A T A A T T T C Y T C a2a4 10 2.0

b15 T A A G C A C T T T C T W C a8a9 10 2.0

b16 C T G A T A A T T T X T T C a2a6 8 1.6

b17 Y W R G Y A M T T T C T T C a1a8 8 1.6

b18 C T G R T A A T Y W C T T C a2a3 7 1.4

b19 Y W R R Y A M T T T C T W C a2a9 7 1.4

b20 Y W R R Y A M T T T X T W C a6a9 6 1.2

b21 Y W R G Y A M T T T C T W Y a7a9 5 1.0

b22 T A A G C M C T T T C T W C – 5 1.0

b23 C T G G T A A T T T C T W C – 4 0.8

b24 Y W R G Y A M W T T C T W C a5a9 4 0.8

b25 C T G G T A A T T T X T T C – 2 0.4

b26 C T G A T A A T T T C T W C – 2 0.4

b27 C T G R T A A T T T X Y T C – 2 0.4

b28 C T G R T A A T T T C T W C – 2 0.4

b29 C T G R T A A T Y W X T T C a3a6 2 0.4

b30 Y W R R Y A M T T T C T T C a2a8 2 0.4

b31 C T G G T A A T T T X Y T C – 1 0.2

b32 C T G R T A A T T T C Y T Y a4a7 1 0.2

b33 C T G R T A A T T T X T T Y a6a7 1 0.2

b34 C T G R T A A W T T C Y T C a4a5 1 0.2

b35 C T G R T A A T Y W C C T C – 1 0.2

b36 Y W R G Y A M T T T C Y T C – 1 0.2
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Among the 21 clones sequenced, all the four possible

‘haplotypes’ were detected (Table 3). Two of them were

identical to ‘haplotypes’ H1 and H4 detected in strain 210-

3 and two others were new (H10 and H11) (Table 3). The

third strain that was analyzed (no. 157-1) represented those

72 strains that showed no ITS sequence heterogeneity as

detected by direct sequencing of the PCR products (similar

to R120 in Supplementary Table 1). The 15 sequenced

clones were identical to ‘haplotype’ H10 of the strain 157-2

(Table 3).

Internal transcribed spacer sequences of the previously

studied AG-3 strains have also been obtained by direct

sequencing of the PCR products (e.g. Kuninaga et al.

1997; 2000; González et al. 2001; Carling et al. 2002a,

2002b). The electropherograms were not available, but

sequence comparisons revealed that differences in 91% of

the sequences were confined to the same 14 positions as

found in the AG-3 strains characterized in this study,

regardless of the geographic origin (data not shown). Only

seven sequences had changes in additional ITS positions

(data not shown), which did not distinguish them from

other AG-3 potato strains in phylogenetic analysis

(Fig. 5).

Confinement of major variability to four positions of the

ITS2 sequence in AG-3 strains was considered in terms of

its possible influence of the ITS2 secondary structures. The

analysis for detection of CBCs was repeated. The second-

ary structure predictions indicated that the alternate bases

observed at positions 15, 45, 62 and 128 of ITS2 (Tables 2,

3) did not alter the secondary structure of ITS2. The CBCs

reported above were detected in all sequence variants of

AG-3 (data not shown).

Discussion

In this study, secondary structures were predicted for the

ITS2 transcripts and used to elucidate the relationships

between AG-3 and other AGs of R. solani on a novel basis

as previously done with other eukaryotic organisms

(Müller et al. 2007; Schultz and Wolf 2009). The second-

ary structures of ITS2 RNA provide a rather simple

molecular marker, which is particularly useful when

studying closely related species (Müller et al. 2007) and

also organisms such as R. solani whose genetics is other-

wise difficult to study. These difficulties with R. solani are

associated with (i) heterokaryotization and multinucleate

cells with 3–21 nuclei per cell detected in the strains

examined in this study and 2–19 nuclei in a potato strain of

R. solani studied by Sanford and Skoropad (1955); (ii) the

lack of clamp connections in hyphae making it impossible

to distinguish homokaryons from heterokaryons and to

detect mating reactions (Cubeta and Vilgalys 1997) and

(iii) difficulty to produce the sexual, teleomorphic stage (T.

cucumeris) and basidiospores in vitro (Ceresini et al.

2002b). ITS2 secondary structures provide additional

evolutionary information (Coleman 2000, 2003; Coleman

and Vacquier 2002; Schultz et al. 2005, 2006; Wolf et al.

2005a, 2005b; Selig et al. 2008). When sufficient evolu-

tionary distance has accumulated to produce one CBC in a

relatively conserved pairing position of the ITS2 RNA

secondary structure, the taxa differing by the CBC are

observed to be sexually incompatible (Coleman and Vac-

quier 2002), which was found in studies including algae,

plants and metazoans (Coleman 2000; 2003; Coleman

and Vacquier 2002). This hypothesis has been recently

Table 2 continued

Sequence

no.b
Positions in ITS1 region Positions in ITS2 region Combination of

unisequencesc
Strains

53 114 128 136 140 170 172 181 182 183 15 45 62 128

c/t t/a g/a g/a t/c a/c a/c t/a t/c t/a c/g t/c t/a c/t R %

b37 Y W R G Y A M T T T X T W C – 1 0.2

b38 Y W R G Y M M T Y W C T T C a3a8 1 0.2

b39 Y W R R Y M M T T T C T T C – 1 0.2

b40 Y W R R Y M M T T T X T T C – 1 0.2

b41 C T G G T A A W T T C T T C a1a5 1 0.2

b42 T A R G C A M T T T C T A C – 1 0.2

R 497 100

a Alternative nucleotides at 14 positions as interpreted from the electropherogram: Y = C/T, W = T/A, R = G/A, M = A/C, X = C/G
b Nine ‘unisequences’ (a1–a9, no variability within strain) and 43 sequence mixtures, in which two alternative bases were detected in at least one

of the 14 ITS positions, found in the 497 AG-3 strains characterized
c Most of the sequence mixtures could be interpreted as a combination of two ‘unisequences’
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re-examined with over 1,300 closely related organisms

using a large collection of 25,000 ITS2 structures (Müller

et al. 2007). Results show that the plants and fungi, which

differ by a CBC, are different species with a 93% reliability

(Müller et al. 2007).

We detected one or two CBCs in the ITS2 of AG-3

potato strains as compared to other AGs, which provided

evidence that AG-3 is a distinct species. Phylogenetic

analysis of the whole ITS1–5.8S–ITS2 cistron sequences

provided results consistent with the CBC analysis of ITS2.

The AG-3 strains from potato appeared as a highly

homogenous population with no significant differences

between strains from the different parts of the world. They

were clearly distinguished also from the AG-3 strains from

tobacco based on the two CBCs detected between the ITS2

of potato and tobacco strains. Similarly, the tobacco strains

of AG-3 were distinguished from all other AGs based on

one or two CBCs in ITS2. These results were consistent

with phylogenetic grouping of the strains based on the

ITS1–5.8S–ITS2 cistron. Hence, based on these criteria,

also the tobacco strain of AG-3 can be considered a distinct

species.

Historically, strains of R. solani AG-3 from potato have

been considered host-specific to potato (Johnk et al. 1993)

and were likely to be the fungus described as R. solani by

Kühn (1858). Some of the strains infecting tobacco can

anastomose with AG-3 strains from potato, but there are

also systematic biochemical (Johnk et al. 1993) and genetic

differences (Kuninaga et al. 2000) between potato and

tobacco strains, and somatic compatibility groups within

the groups of potato and tobacco strains of AG-3 (Ceresini

et al. 2002a). These results are consistent with those of this

study, which indicate that the potato and tobacco strains of

AG-3 belong to different species. Furthermore, classifica-

tion based on anastomosis is not always unambiguous

because some ‘bridging strains’ are able to anastomose

with strains of at least two AGs (Parmeter et al. 1969;

Kuninaga et al. 1978; Carling et al. 2002a). In accordance

with these previous results, the strains classified to AGs

other than AG-3 based on various biological, biochemical

and/or molecular criteria in this study and previous studies

were not all placed to phylogenetic clusters that entirely

consisted of strains of the same AG. No CBC was detected

among them, with the exception of a possible CBC

between a strain of AG-2-3 and AG-11 compared. This

result was consistent with AG-2-3 being the most different

of the six AG-2 subsets analyzed. Finally, one to three

CBCs were detected between the ITS2 structures of the

multinucleate strains of R. solani and the binucleate,

unknown Rhizoctonia species that was isolated from potato

and found to be closest related to an ectomycorrhiza

(Ceratobasidiaceae) from orchids (Bidartondo et al. 2004).

Taken together, the difficulties with classification of

strains of R. solani using the biological, biochemical and

molecular criteria available in the past have been widely

recognized (Ceresini et al. 2002a, 2002b, 2003; González

et al. 2006; Sharon et al. 2008). The results of this study

contribute to resolving the R. solani complex by providing

novel evidence with strong support from massive analysis

of ITS2 sequences, and especially from the CBC analysis.

The results indicate that the potato strain of AG-3 should

retain the name R. solani, whereas the tobacco strain of

AG-3 and other AGs should be named as distinct species. It

is, however, emphasized that the lack of a CBC in the ITS2

Fig. 5 Neighbour-joining tree of the 72 different ITS sequences of

Finnish AG-3 strains (Supplementary Table 1) of Rhizoctonia solani
with comparison to the different AG-3 strain ITS sequences from

other countries, and the tester strains and Finnish strains of other

anastomosis groups. The tree was rooted using the sequence of the

Finnish binucleate, unknown Rhizoctonia sp. (R92), and the nearly

identical sequence (AY634128) of a species from Ceratobasidiaceae.

The horizontal distances are proportional to the genetic distances

(scale indicates Kimura units; Kimura 1980), which does not allow

visualization of the smallest differences. Bootstrap values greater than

90 are shown in support of the inferred branches

b

Fig. 6 Anastomosis (a) and

DAPI-staining of nuclei (b) in

the hyphae of Rhizoctonia
solani AG-3. Arrowheads point

to septa
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secondary structure alignment does not indicate that two

organisms must belong to the same species. Hence, it is

possible that one or several of the other AGs are distinct

species. For example, González et al. (2006) utilized indels

in sequence alignments as a source of phylogenetic

information to reach novel resolution to the polyphyletic

R. solani complex and proposed that AG-1, AG-4, AG-6

and AG-8 should be recognized as phylogenetic species.

Furthermore, CBC analysis has been recently utilized to

further clarify the taxonomy of puffball fungi (Lycoperd-

aceae; Basidiomycota) (Krüger and Gargas 2008).

This study also reports the largest survey to date of R.

solani in a crop species in the field and arguably the most

comprehensive analysis of the ITS sequence heterogeneity

of R. solani with a special focus on AG-3. The reason for

the analysis was to find out whether possible variability of

ITS2 sequences would affect the CBCs, which was not the

case. Genetic variability of the ITS cistron in AG-3 strains

was resolved to a level not previously achieved by analysis

of sequences in 497 new AG-3 strains and comparing them

with 80 sequences of AG-3 strains available in GenBank.

Variability was confined to ten and four positions in ITS1

and ITS2, respectively, in all strains described in this study

and in the great majority (91%) of the previously described

strains. This variability did not affect the CBCs as dis-

cussed above. Thirteen of these 14 variable ITS positions in

potato strains were detected by Justesen et al. (2003), who

determined the entire ITS1–5.8S–ITS2 cistron in 13 strains

and the ITS1 sequence in 45 additional strains of AG-3

from potato in Denmark using direct sequencing similar to

our study. They also detected double-peaks in the elec-

tropherogram, similar to our data, and therefore determined

four individual ITS1 clones from two strains. They con-

cluded that the strains contained two ITS1 sequences. The

data of Justesen et al. (2003) support our findings that most

strains of AG-3 contain one or two predominant ITS

Table 3 Positions of the 14 polymorphic nucleotides in the internal transcribed spacers (ITS1 and ITS2) of Rhizoctonia solani (AG-3)

Polymorphic positiona No.

hap.b

ITS1 region ITS2 region

Position: 53 114 128 136 140 170 172 181 182 183 15 45 62 128

Bases: c/t t/a g/a g/a t/c a/c a/c t/a t/c t/a c/g t/c t/a c/t

201-3 dir. seq.: Y W R R Y S S T T T C Y T C

Haplotypes

H1 C T G A T A A T T T C C T C 19

H2 T A A G C C C T T T C T T C 14

H3 T A A G C C C T T T C C T C 6

H4 C T G A T A A T T T C T T C 2

H5 C A A G C C C T T T C T T C 2

H6 C A A G C C C T T T C C T C 1

H7 T T G A T A A T T T C C T C 1

H8 T A A G C A A T T T C T T C 1

H9 T A A G C A A T T T C C T C 1

157-2 dir. seq.: C T G R T A A T T T C Y T C

Haplotypes

H1 C T G A T A A T T T C C T C 9

H10 C T G G T A A T T T C T T C 7

H4 C T G A T A A T T T C T T C 3

H11 C T G G T A A T T T C C T C 2

157-1 dir. seq.: C T G G T A A T T T C T T C

Haplotypes

H10 C T G G T A A T T T C T T C 15

a The 10 and 4 polymorphic positions in ITS1 and ITS2, respectively, were revealed by direct sequencing of the population of the PCR products

from 497 AG-3 strains. Polymorphism was detected by the occurrence of alternative bases at these positions. The ITS sequences of strains 201-3,

157-2 and 157-1 are presented to illustrate the variability within a strain. The polymorphic positions in their ITS sequences are ‘‘bolded’’. The

PCR products from these strains were cloned and 47, 21 and 15 clones were sequenced, respectively
b The total number of clones of the haplotype. Haplotypes are defined by the unique combination of bases detected at the 14 polymorphic

positions
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sequences designated as ITS haplotypes defined by the

unique combination of bases detected in the 14 polymor-

phic positions. Additional haplotypes were detected in

three AG-3 strains re-tested by sequencing individual

clones of the PCR products. The data provide compelling

evidence for an unexpectedly wide variability of ITS

sequences within individual strains of AG-3. It may be

hypothesized that the heterokaryotic nature of multinucle-

ate cells (Butler and Bracker 1970; Sneh et al. 1996;

Cubeta and Vilgalys 1997; Rosewich et al. 1999), up to 59

copies of the ITS1–5.8S–ITS2 cistron in the genome of R.

solani (Vilgalys and Gonzales 1990) and possible exchange

of nuclei during anastomosis of the somatically compatible

strains may contribute to the detected heterogeneity.

Apparently, concerted evolution (Hillis et al. 1991; Cole-

man 2003) has not yet homogenized the ITS sequences in

R. solani AG-3 for reasons that are not fully understood.
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